In a different direction, the author showed [4, Theorem l] that, in a regular space, (P0) is equivalent to the following apparently weaker.
(P2) Every open covering of X has a closure-preserving* refinement. Our principal purpose in this paper is to obtain yet another characterization of paracompactness which, in any regular space, is an easy consequence of both (Pi) and (P2).
If Ti and V are collections of subsets of X, then we say thar "0 is cushioned in 11 if one can assign to each F£U a Z7v£ll such that, for every V'EV,
A refinement of 11 which is cushioned in 11 is called a cushioned refinement of 11. 2. Some equivalent properties. In the following proposition, a set VEXXX is called a semi-neighborhood of the diagonal if both V(x) and4 V~lix) are neighborhoods of x for every xEX. the requirement that every open covering be even is easily equivalent to full normality, it follows from Proposition 2.1 that, roughly speaking, (P3) is related to full normality as semi-neighborhoods of the diagonal are related to neighborhoods.
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1. To prove the nontrivial part of the theorem, we assume that the Fi-space X satisfies condition (P3) in the statement of Theorem 1.1, and will prove that X is paracompact. Since we shall be dealing with indexed coverings, let us make the convention that an indexed covering { Ca \ «sa is a cushioned refinement of an indexed covering { Ua} aeA if, for every A' CA, ( U Ca) E U Ua. Let us show that X E Vat,k+1.
Note first that xECak.k by definition of ak, and hence, by 3.3(b) (with i = k), (2) x E ( U Ca,*+1) .
Again from the definition of ak, we have xECa,k+t for some a^ak, and hence (3) x E ( U Cf,,k+i) by 3.3(a) with i = k + l. It follows from (2) and (3) The above proof shows that, in Theorem 1.2, the condition that the cr-cushioned refinement tU = U"=i "Un be open can be weakened to requiring only that the interiors of the sets (JVn (n = 1, 2, • • • ) cover X; one thus obtains a result which simultaneously generalizes Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. Going a step further, it is even sufficient to require only that, for each yEY, the set W,= U (Uvm-U (U \VEVk\yE Uv,k})) m=l\ k=l / is a neighborhood of y. This last and (so far) weakest characterization of paracompactness will be applied elsewhere.
5. An application of Theorem 1.2. The following metrization theorem was recently proved by J. Nagata [5] . Necessity is obvious; the main step in Nagata's proof of sufficiency is to show (without using (b)) that X must be paracompact, after which metrizability follows easily from previously known metrization theorems. Nagata's proof of paracompactness employs an ingenious and intricate transfinite construction; our purpose in this section is to use Theorem 1.2 to give a very simple proof (also without assuming (b)). pick a WVE°W such that, for some xEX, V=Sl(x) and Un(x) EWV. To see that this works, let V EVn, and let y £U { Wv\ VEV'} ; it then follows from (a) that Sn(y)C\V = 0 for all VEV, and hence y£(U{ V\ VEV'})'. This completes the proof.
